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Thermal comfort in residential buildings: comfort values and scales for building energy simulation.
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\textbf{Abstract}

Building Energy Simulation (BES) programmes often use conventional thermal comfort theories to make decisions, whilst recent research in the field of thermal comfort clearly shows that important effects are not incorporated. The conventional theories of thermal comfort were set up based on steady state laboratory experiments. This, however, is not representing the real situation in buildings, especially not when focusing on residential buildings. Therefore, in present analysis, recent reviews and adaptations are considered to extract acceptable temperature ranges and comfort scales. They will be defined in an algorithm, easily implementable in any BES code. The focus is on comfortable
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temperature levels in the room, more than on the detailed temperature distribution within that room.
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1. **Introduction**

When comparing the effect of changes to buildings, either changes to the building structure, the materials used or the installations, an important boundary condition is that the thermal comfort quality must, in all cases, be maintained. Building Energy Simulation codes often use conventional methods to determine the achieved comfort level: common codes as ESP-r [1], TRNSYS [2] and IDA Ice [3] use the ISO 7730 assessment method. However, when focusing on residential buildings, including zones with variable thermal comfort requirements, less predictable activities and more ways to adapt to the existing thermal environment, the conventional methods are no longer satisfactory. Comfort temperatures as well as acceptable temperature variations are more influenced by parameters not considered by the conventional methods. Therefore, algorithms for determination of the neutral or comfort temperatures in the different zones of a residential building, as well as for the estimation of the thermal sensation of the building occupants in these zones, will improve the resemblance with reality. These algorithms must take into account the knowledge of the traditional methods as well as recent findings in the field of thermal comfort with a focus on residential buildings.
2. Conventional Models of Thermal Comfort

2.1. Fanger’s approach

In order to develop mathematical models to predict people’s responses on the thermal quality of an environment, researchers have been exploring the thermal, physiological and psychological response of people in varying circumstances. ‘Thermal comfort’ is defined as “that condition of mind which expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment” \[4\]. Thermal comfort is a result of a combination/adaptation of parameters of both the environment and the human body itself. Fanger, who developed the first heat balance thermal comfort model \[5\], stated that the condition for thermal comfort is thus that skin temperature and sweat secretion lie within narrow limits. For his comfort equation, Fanger obtained data from climate chamber experiments, during which sweat rate and skin temperature were measured on people who judged their thermal sensation as comfortable. He then defined an estimation of skin temperature and sweat secretion as a function of metabolic rate by regression analyses of the measured data. This way, an expression for optimal thermal comfort can be deduced from the metabolic rate, clothing insulation and environmental conditions. His assumption for this was that the sensation experienced by a person is a function of the physiological strain imposed on him by the environment. The thermal environment is taken into account by the air temperature, the mean radiant temperature, the partial pressure of water vapour in ambient air and the air velocity.

Satisfying of the comfort equation is a condition for optimal thermal comfort. It, however, only gives information on the possible combination of the variables to achieve
thermal comfort. Additionally, Fanger proposed a method to predict the actual thermal sensation of persons in an arbitrary climate where the variables might not satisfy the equation: the Predicted Mean Vote (PMV). This, he defined as "the difference between the internal heat production and the heat loss to the actual environment for a man kept at the comfort values for skin temperature and sweat production at the actual activity level". Following Fanger then, the sensation of thermal comfort is quantified by an adapted ASHRAE 7-point psycho-physical scale with values ranging from -3, indicating cold, over 0, indicating neutral, to +3, indicating hot. With experiments in a constant, well controlled, environment, Fanger obtained a reasonable statistical basis for the quantification of his PMV-index. The method allows to predict what comfort vote would arise from a large group of individuals for a given set of environmental conditions for a given clothing insulation and metabolic rate.

It nevertheless might be more meaningful to state what percentage of persons can be expected to be dissatisfied, because that indicates the number of potential complainers. The dissatisfied are defined as those voting outside the range of -1 (slightly cool) to +1 (slightly warm). Through steady state experiments, Fanger determined the relationship between the PMV-index and the Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied (PPD), as shown in Figure 1. This figure shows a PPD of 5% for a PMV equal to 0. That indicates the impossibility to satisfy all persons in a large group sharing a collective climate. Complaints cannot be avoided, but should be kept to the minimum as shown in Figure 1.

The curve of Figure 1 shows an equal amount of complaints on the ‘warm’ side as on the ‘cold’ side: the curve is symmetric around the PMV of 0. At the optimal condition,
there is thus a balance between those sensing uncomfortably warm and those sensing uncomfortably cold. However, a deviation from 0 would not only mean a greater percentage of dissatisfied, but also an asymmetric distribution between those experiencing warmth and those experiencing cold. This is expected to result in a demand for a unilateral change.

**2.2. International Standards on thermal comfort**

The International Standard ISO 7730 [6] uses these PMV and PPD indeces to predict the thermal sensation of people exposed to moderate thermal environments, as well as to specify acceptable thermal environmental conditions for comfort. Local discomfort and draught are taken into account by additional conditions. As it is not known whether or how the number of dissatisfied due to local discomfort can be added to those dissatisfied due to general thermal discomfort, or whether the percentage of the total dissatisfied equals the sum of the dissatisfied per individual discomfort criterion, the ISO 7730 proposes to specify different levels of comfort [7]. The optimal temperature is the same for the different comfort classes, but the acceptable temperature range will vary as the allowed percentage of dissatisfied changes. The limits of validity for different variables, whether included in the equations or not, are listed for each comfort level. It is stated that the standard applies to indoor environments where steady state thermal comfort or moderate deviations from comfort occur. When considering thermal environments in which occupants have many possibilities to adapt themselves or the environment to achieve a more agreeable thermal sensation, the ISO standard suggests using a wider PMV range.
The standard 55-2004 set up by ASHRAE [4] is a revision of the former ASHRAE 55-1992. As the ISO 7730, also the ASHRAE 55 is valid for healthy, adult people. The activities they perform, the clothes they wear and the thermal environment they occupy, all are determined by variable values within given limits. Besides the recommended PPD and PMV ranges, this standard increases the percentage of persons dissatisfied with 10 percent points, to incorporate the effect of local thermal discomfort, e.g. draft and temperature asymmetry. It also determines the values of acceptable temperature changes per given time interval. Thereby partly accounting for the dynamic effects ignored both by Fanger [5] and in ISO 7730 [6].

2.3. Remarks on current methods

The PMV and PPD concepts were derived based on steady state laboratory experiments, with in most cases test persons wearing standardized uniforms executing sedentary activities. Numerous publications assess this steady state approach as a failure ([8],[9],[10],[11]). Another often mentioned input error has to do with the correct estimation or determination of the insulation of the clothing garments or ensembles ([8],[12]) and the sensitivity of the PMV equation to this [11].

The majority of comments is on PMV or PPD disregarding the effect of adaptation. Adaptation in this context is the changing evaluation of the thermal environment because of changing perceptions. Different forms of adaptation can be distinguished, which are connected and will influence one another ([12],[13]).

*Psychological adaptation* depends on experiences, habituations and expectations of the indoor environment ([14],[15],[16]).
Physiological adaptation can be broken down into two major subcategories: genetic adaptation and acclimatization. The former deals with effects on timescales beyond that of an individual’s lifetime. The latter comprehends changes in the settings of the physiological thermoregulation system over a period of a few days or weeks. It is the response to sustained exposure to one or more thermal environmental stressors [12].

Behavioural thermoregulation, or adjustment, includes all modifications a person might consciously or unconsciously make, which in turn modify heat and mass fluxes governing the body’s thermal balance [12]: personal adjustment ([11],[17],[18]), technological or environmental adjustment [4] and cultural adjustment.

3. Residential buildings

3.1. General considerations

Focusing on residential buildings, conditions are not quite comparable to those during the experiments for calibration of the PMV and PPD equations. The domestic scene is far from steady state: both the activity level\(^2\) and the clothing value\(^3\) can vary within small timescales, fluctuating internal gains can rapidly affect the indoor temperature and the variation in occupancy will influence, amongst others, the required ventilation rate. Nearly all forms of adaptations apply to the case of residential buildings: changing activity, clothing, opening windows, drinking cold or warm drinks, expected temperatures in summer, siestas, etc..

---

\(^2\) The activity level indicates the intensity of the physical action of a person. The dimension met is used to express the consequently generated energy inside the body. 1 met equals 58.2 W/m\(^2\), the energy produced per surface area of an average person at rest.

\(^3\) The clothing factor is the total thermal resistance from the skin to the outer surface of the clothed body. However it is dimensionless, it is common to indicate it in clo.
Calculation of the indoor comfort temperature, being the most important environmental parameter [19] of a residential building, thus should incorporate the effects of adaptation. Based on the above gathered knowledge, some common methods are compared and discussed, focusing on residential buildings.

In this paper, 3 thermal zones are distinguished in residential buildings: bathroom, bedroom and others. In bathrooms, a wet naked body requires special thermal comfort, while in a bedroom especially overheating requires attention. Other zones include mainly kitchen, living room and office, in which mostly the activity levels are rather low (0.7 met for reclining to 2.0 met for cooking [4]) and the clothing is in accordance with outdoor conditions.

### 3.2. Temperature characterization

To incorporate the adaptation to the outdoor climate, influencing more than just the clothing ([18],[20],[21],[22]), the outdoor temperature must be characterized by a value that includes the required amount of detail. It is clear that the effect of the detailed course of the external temperature will partly be flattened out by the time constants of the building. When averaging information over a long period, however, some effects risk to be neglected. Some methods use monthly averaged external temperature values, while amongst others Humphreys et al. suggest that most adaptation is within a week or so [20]. Morgan and de Dear demonstrate that besides today’s weather also the weather of yesterday and that of the past few days influence clothing and perception of comfort temperature [23]. An appropriate measure for the incorporation of the outdoor
temperature is therefore required, so that it can respond to the day to day weather variations.

In Van der Linden et al, the adaptive temperature limits (ATL) method is defined for the Dutch official purposes [24], using $T_{e,ref}$:

$$
T_{e,ref} = \frac{(T_{today} + 0.8 T_{today-1} + 0.4 T_{today-2} + 0.2 T_{today-3})}{2.4}
$$

(1)

where $T_{e,ref} =$ reference external temperature (in °C)

$T_{today} =$ arrhythmic average of today’s maximum and minimum external temperature (°C)

$T_{today-1} =$ arrhythmic average of yesterday’s maximum and minimum external temperature (°C)

$T_{today-2} =$ arrhythmic average of maximum and minimum external temperature of 2 days ago (°C)

$T_{today-3} =$ arrhythmic average of maximum and minimum external temperature of 3 days ago (°C).

That method has been set up to be used in different building types. However, it must be interpreted with care when the focus is on special zones such as bathrooms and bedrooms. In case of rooms with office-like activity levels and clothing values varying from 0.5 to 2.0 clo (including added values to account for the effect of chairs or sofas), it can be used for a residential context as well. Also Nicol and McCartney have set up a short term relationship for activity levels and clothing values in the same range [25]. In task 3 of their SCATS project, they developed an adaptive algorithm for comfort.
temperatures in terms of outdoor temperature. It resulted in the following equation for incorporating the outdoor temperature [26]:

\[ T_{RM}^n = c T_{RM}^{n-1} + (1-c) T_{DM}^{n-1} \]  

(2)

where 
- \( T_{RM}^n \) = mathematical daily average temperature on day ‘n’ in °C
- \( T_{RM}^{n-1} \) = mathematical daily average temperature on day ‘n-1’ in °C
- \( T_{DM}^{n-1} \) = mathematical daily average temperature on day ‘n-1’ in °C
- \( c \) = a constant.

The constant was derived from empirical field study data in offices and public buildings in different European countries, resulting in a value of 0.8. The format of equation (2) does express a short term relation with the external conditions.

In the ATL method, more emphasis is given on more recent weather data, as can be seen by comparing equation (1) with the elaborated equation of \( T_{RM}^n \), given by equation (3):

\[ T_{RM}^n = 0.2 T_{DM}^{n-1} + 0.16 T_{DM}^{n-2} + 0.128 T_{DM}^{n-3} + 0.1024 T_{DM}^{n-4} + \ldots \]  

(3)

As the literature shows that also the current outdoor condition is of importance ([27],[28]), the ATL-calculation, \( T_{e,ref} \), is preferred. The difference will, however, be small in cases of moderate climates. The ease of implementation in a particular BES code might therefore be decisive.
3.3. The three different zones

3.3.1. Bathroom

The bathroom has a critical lower limit defined as the coldest temperature that is acceptable to a nude, wet body. However, once dry and dresses the person must still feel comfortable. A similar wide range of wet, nude and dressed persons in the same zone can be found in a swimming pool. Lammers [29] describes this situation, indicating three groups of occupants: the drying swimmers (person with skin wetness of 20%), the superintendent and the spectators. Seven male persons showering and drying afterwards, were tested on skin temperature and evaporative losses. Lammers ends up with comfort operative temperature values between 21°C and 30.5°C. Similar values, especially focused on bathrooms, can be found in Tochihara et al. [30] and Zingano [31]. The former tested 12 male students ending up with values between 22°C and 30°C. The latter provided 20 families with thermometers leading to 275 data points, with a neutral temperature of 24.6°C.

As the condition of being wet and uncovered is limited in time, is taken into account to define the upper limit of the comfort temperature band. In most cases, the body will either be covered, or uncovered but dry. The same accounts for the raise in relative humidity: both the occasions and their duration are limited as bathrooms are used for more than bathing. The comfort temperature will thus be influenced by the seasonal dependent clothing (either nightwear, either daywear) and the metabolic rate of the performed tasks.

The adaptive temperature limits defined by Van der Linden, et al., for different building types, are shown in Figure 2 [24], where $T_{e,ref}$ is given by the above stated equation (1).
The method is set up for so called alpha and beta buildings. Residential buildings are considered as alpha type buildings, i.e. buildings in which occupants can make many adaptations, including operable windows. Beta buildings will have limited adaptive opportunities and mostly sealed facades [32].

Tochihara et al., focusing specifically on bathrooms, conclude the 90% acceptability range for wet and/or naked people to be between 24°C to 28°C [30]. They therefore compared their test results with the values they found in various literature sources. Comparing this with the results of Van der Linden et al. in Figure 2, where the conclusions are set up with clothing values according to the season, the acceptable values for wet and/or naked persons are even above the 80% acceptability range of the dressed bodies for cold days. Evolving to the 80% acceptability limit for both situations, results in a compromise for the comfort temperature that is presented by the upper limit of the 80% acceptability range of Figure 2. Therefore, in this paper, the following equations for the neutral temperatures $T_n$ ($°C$) have been derived:

$$T_n = 0.112 \cdot T_{e,ref} + 22.65°C \quad \text{for} \quad T_{e,ref} < 11°C \quad (4)$$

$$T_n = 0.306 \cdot T_{e,ref} + 20.32°C \quad \text{for} \quad T_{e,ref} \geq 11°C \quad (5)$$

### 3.3.2. Bedrooms

The theoretical analysis of Maeyens et al. [33] describes the effect of a decreasing body temperature and metabolism on summer comfort temperatures in bedrooms. Considering the calculation of the neutral or comfort temperature with any heat balance model, this would result in higher comfort temperatures. The authors however, mention
the absence, also described in other works, of adaptation to low or high temperatures in bedrooms. According to Maeyens et al., the explanation offered by Parmeggiani is that physiological and behavioural adaptation is limited during sleep.

Maeyens et al. suggest using the equation of Fanger to calculate the comfort or neutral temperature and define the input parameters as:

- Metabolic rate of sleeping: 0.7 met
- Clothing index (sleepwear, sheets, mattress and pillow): 0.8 clo
- Relative humidity: 55%
- Air speed: 0.05 to 1 m/s

That the Fanger equation cannot be applied in all cases has been clearly explained above. Therefore, the validity of this equation is checked comparing the above stated parameter values with the results of the parametric analyses as given in [9]. These last authors define for each variable a range of application, more restricted than what is given in ISO 7730. It turns out that all parameter estimates of Maeyens et al. meet even the 90% acceptability requirements, except for the metabolic rate, being just under Humphreys and Nicols’ suggested lower limit of 0.8 met. A value of 0.7 met however, still results in a level B comfort rating and is thus acceptable.

Applying the Fanger equation with these assumptions results in a summer comfort temperature estimate of 26.4° C, with a maximum of 27.5°C (PMV +0.5). This is close to the maximum temperature of 26°C suggested by CIBSE [34]. CIBSE shows the results of data collected in the UK by Humphreys [35], indicating the quality of sleep as a function of the bedroom temperature. A steep drop in quality can be seen for bedroom temperatures above 24°C. Both this CIBSE Guide A, as well as the ASHRAE 55-2004
indicate that higher bedroom temperatures can be accepted if a fan is used: ASHRAE indicates an acceptable increase of up to 3°C.

Figure 3 shows the bedroom temperatures in a recent monitoring campaign in 39 Belgian houses, where monitoring periods varied from 6 months to 2 years ([36],[37]). The daily mean bedroom temperature is shown as a function of $T_{e,\text{ref}}$ (as introduced in equation (1) above). The aim of the research was not to investigate thermal comfort, therefore it should be interpreted with care.

Based on a questionnaire survey for indoor thermal sensations during summer conditions in general, Maeyens et al. found up to 50% of respondents complained about uncomfortably warm bedrooms (comparable with a PMV of 1 or more) [33]. This in fact highlights the contrast between the summer comfort temperature he calculated (i.e. 26.4°C) and the observations shown in Figure 3, where only a minority had a ventilation system. The average of the measurements below the 50-percentile curve is therefore considered in this paper as representing the neutral temperature for summer conditions, indicated by the thick line 1 in Figure 3. However, the value of 26°C, indicated by CIBSE as the limit in the absence of an elevated air speed, is set here as the upper limit in current research. It is indicated by the thick line 2 in Figure 3.

The \textbf{winter} temperature range for bedrooms, indicated by CIBSE, is 17°C [34]. Clalkley and Cater [38] indicate comfort temperatures of 15 to 17°C, but they do not give any reference for that. Humphreys [35] shows with his measurements in dwellings good sleep quality, even for bedroom temperatures as low as 12°C. However, Collins [39] and Hartley [40] indicate the World Health Organisation’s bedroom temperature
limit of 16°C, because of a decreasing resistance to respiratory infections once below
this temperature.

For the heating season, a strong correlation exist between the temperatures of the
bedrooms also used for other activities (e.g. watching TV, homework, etc.) and the
living room temperature. These bedrooms, requiring comfort temperatures in
accordance to the activity level and clothing value during these activities, are
represented by the 95-percentile curve in Figure 3 ([41],[42]), almost equal to the
median of the living room temperatures, measured during the same monitoring
campaign, at least for the heating season days with mean outdoor temperatures below 15
°C (as shown in Figure 4 below). The other bedrooms, used for sleeping only, are often
not heated, in some cases resulting in cold to very cold conditions.

The course of the bedroom’s neutral temperature, as a function of the outdoor
temperature, will therefore differ from the shape shown in Figure 2: the comfort
bedroom temperature is limited in both summer and winter conditions. The above
defined upper limit as defined by Maeyens et al. will be taken for the summer estimate,
while in this paper the WHO value of 16°C will be accepted as minimum of the neutral
temperature for winter conditions (indicated by the thick line 3 in Figure 3). According
to the 50-percentile curve, this corresponds to reference outdoor temperatures of 0°C
and lower. For somewhat warmer ambient conditions, the 50-percentile curve (thick line
4 in Figure 3) defines the trend, as was the case for summer conditions. The slope of
these percentiles, however, for cold versus warm conditions being different. The
intersection of the two curves is calculated at a reference outdoor temperature of
12.6°C.
For the case of no elevated air velocity in summer, the here derived equations are given by:

\[ T_n = 16^\circ C \text{ for } T_{e,ref} < 0^\circ C \]  

(6)

\[ T_n = 0.23T_{e,ref} + 16 \text{ for } 0^\circ C \leq T_{e,ref} < 12.6^\circ C \]  

(7)

\[ T_n = 0.77T_{e,ref} + 9.18^\circ C \text{ for } 12.6^\circ C \leq T_{e,ref} < 21.8^\circ C \]  

(8)

\[ T_n = 26^\circ C \text{ for } T_{e,ref} \geq 21.8^\circ C \]  

(9)

### 3.3.3. Other rooms

Kitchen, living room and study have physical activity levels comparable to those in offices, or just slightly more intensive: reclining, reading the newspaper, cooking etc. have metabolic rates in the range of 0.8 met to 1.4 met, comparable to office or general laboratory work. More adaptive options, however, are available (changing activity, going to another room, drinking cold or warm drinks, changing garments -absence of dress codes-, opening windows and doors for ventilation and cooling, etc). The neutral temperature can therefore be more dependent on the outside climate than what is generally accepted in offices.

In the SCATS project [25], Nicol and McCartney developed an adaptive algorithm for comfort temperatures in terms of outdoor temperature. The relationships are based on empirical field study data of offices and public buildings in different European countries. The study included both naturally ventilated and air conditioned buildings, as
well as buildings equipped with mixed systems. Their equations indicate, by a constant comfort temperature for lower external temperatures and an increasing comfort temperature for increasing ambient temperatures, that occupants are less adaptive to cold than to heat, in agreement with Jokl and Kabele [11] and the observations in Belgian dwellings as shown in Figure 4. This is also confirmed by the ATL-method as the slope of the comfort ranges for the alpha buildings is less steep in colder outdoor conditions than that for warm weather; as can be seen Figure 2 and also indicated in Figure 4. As the ATL-curve is set up with data for non-air-conditioned buildings, it is in fact better dealing with the presence of more adaptive possibilities. Humphreys and Hancock [14] mention that temperature adaptation also occurs in response to indoor conditions, whereby people feel colder at the end of the day when the indoor temperature is kept constant. A statement that is confirmed by Oseland for offices, but not for homes [43]. The reason might be declining metabolic rates after a day sitting quietly for the office case, while at home the variation in activity intensity will probably be higher. Oseland also demonstrated experimentally that people feel warmer in their home than they do in their office at the same temperatures. Oseland mentions as possible reason the presence of furnishings (i.e. carpet, wall paper and furniture), as people tend to judge rooms with such features as being warmer. The people participating in his field study reported comfortable winter operative temperatures of 21.8°C and 20.4°C for office and home respectively. The latter value indirectly confirmed by the data of Figure 4. The data of this figure give a daily mean indoor temperature and thus include night set-back effects. Translating that effect to a temperature during occupancy would result in winter comfort values close to the ones determined by Oseland in his experiment in the UK.
For their Belgian field study on summer comfort, Maeyens et al. mention that 10% of the people judged the temperature in the living room on warm summer days to be uncomfortably high, comparable to 3 or more on the PMV scale [35]. The data shown in Figure 4, from another Belgian study, were measured around the same period.

Combining these data with the conclusion of Maeyens et al., results in defining a neutral or comfort temperature that partly corresponds with the 50-percentile curve in Figure 4. The 50-percentile curve of Figure 4 agrees well with the 90% acceptable zone of the ATL-method for summer outdoor conditions. However, for winter conditions, the ATL 90-percentile acceptability indicates higher indoor temperatures. The reason is that the measured Belgian data are daily mean indoor temperatures; the effect of night set backs is thus incorporated. Therefore, the neutral temperatures during the heating season should not be the 50-percentile values. They should nevertheless start from the comfort values as observed by amongst other Oseland [44], and converge to the 50-percentile curve of Vandepitte el al. at the end of the heating season (T_{ref} equal to 12.5°C).

Therefore, in this paper, the concluding neutral temperatures are defined by:

\[ T_n = 20.4 + 0.06 \cdot T_{e,ref} \quad \text{for} \quad T_{e,ref} < 12.5^\circ C \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

\[ T_n = 16.63 + 0.36 \cdot T_{e,ref} \quad \text{for} \quad T_{e,ref} \geq 12.5^\circ C \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)
3.4. **Temperature variations**

The above defined neutral temperatures will not be met continuously. A residential building is a dynamic system; the outdoor environment, the internal heat gains and the ventilation rates are just some of the constantly changing parameters influencing the indoor temperature. This dynamic character, obviously, is the most important reason to use BES programmes.

The real indoor temperature will be a value close to, or fluctuating around the neutral temperature. If these fluctuations are limited, they will not induce excessive complaints. These limitations are often formulated as restrictions on both the amplitude and the frequency of the variation ([4],[5],[6],[19]). In spite of their mostly strictly mathematical formulation, often in the format as given by equation (12), implementing these restrictions in BES-programmes is not obvious.

\[ \Delta T_{pp}^{x} < a \]  

(12)

where \( \Delta T_{pp} \) = the peak to peak temperature variation during a certain time-interval(°C/h)

\[ x = \text{a constant} \]

\[ a = \text{a constant } (°C/h) \]

The numerical result for the achieved thermal comfort could be influenced by the simulation time step, which can be variable during one simulation as for example in ESP-r. When the simulation time step increases, temperature variations with smaller
periods will not be taken into account. However, it is well known that increasing the simulation time step will negatively influence the quality of the numerical result. Algorithms that might end up with an apparent difference just by slightly changing the simulation time step should be avoided. Therefore, the focus in this paper will be on acceptable temperature ranges with a fixed width around neutral temperatures as defined above.

3.5. **Acceptable thermal comfort ‘regions’ for residential buildings**

The temperature ranges encountered in most standards ([4],[5],[24]), are symmetrically distributed around the neutral temperature:

\[ T_n \pm a \quad (13) \]

with \( a \) = constant (°C)

As described by Henze et al. [45], the constant \( a \) is independent on the season with, for a 90% acceptability, values of 1.5 °C for ISO 7730 and 2.5 °C for prEN 15251. That is in agreement with the symmetrical shape of the relation PMV-PPD, as shown in Figure 1. In their enquiries, Humphreys et al., however, found an asymmetric relation between the desired thermal sensation and the actual sensation [14], as can be seen in Figure 5. The data were collected at university lectures and in selected dwellings throughout the UK.
This asymmetry is also confirmed by the analyses of field study data by Fountain et al. [46]. They concluded that people’s preferences for non-neutral thermal sensations are common, that they vary asymmetrically around neutrality and that, in several cases, they are influenced by season. De Dear et al. consider this idea of outdoor dependent temperature ranges [21]. However, they observed no statistical significance in the 95% confidence level, regardless of building type or acceptability level. Seasonal dependency can thus not be proven and, in this paper, the comfort band around the neutral temperature is thus considered having a constant width.

To account for both the enhanced sensitivity for cold versus heat and the non seasonal dependency, the following format for the temperature ranges is suggested here:

\[
\begin{align*}
T_{\text{upper}} &= T_n + w\alpha \\
T_{\text{lower}} &= T_n - w(1 - \alpha)
\end{align*}
\]  

(14)

with \( T_{\text{upper}} \) = upper limit of comfort band (°C)  
\( T_{\text{lower}} \) = lower limit of comfort band (°C)  
\( w \) = width of comfort band (°C)  
\( \alpha \) = constant (≤1)

In the ASHRAE RP 884 study, De Dear and Brager observed that occupants of residential buildings showed a low sensitivity to indoor temperature changes [22]; the gradient of their thermal sensation votes with respect to indoor operative temperature turned out to be 1 vote for every 3°C to 5 °C change in temperature. Values in the same range are encountered in work of Oseland [44] and of Van der Linden et al. [24]. This, it
is concluded in present analysis, defines the width of the comfort zone, the value of \( w \) in equation (14); 5°C in case of a 90% acceptability.

Oseland reported a 7°C comfort band width in case of a 80% acceptability.

This so defined width of the comfort band must thus be asymmetrically split around the neutral temperature. The thermal sensation at the neutral temperature leads to a value of 0 on the adapted 7 points ASHRAE scale (-3 to +3). From Figure 5 it is clear that the desired sensation in that case is an average 0.2 above neutral. This causes a 70%-30% split for the temperature band around neutral, resulting in \( \alpha \) equal to 0.7.

Additionally, some extreme temperatures will cause restrictions. The above stated limit of 16°C for the bedroom is to be respected. For all other rooms the absolute lower limit is set to 18°C. This value is often encountered in the literature ([28],[47],[48]). The upper limits differ depending on the room; while the stringent limit of 26 °C is accepted for bedrooms in case of no elevated air speed. Bathrooms and rooms with office like activities can have acceptable indoor temperatures of up to 30 °C in a 90% acceptability level and almost 31°C for a 80% level [32].

The following restrictions must therefore be added to the statements of equation (14):

- for bedrooms:

\[
T_{upper} = \min(26^\circ C, T_n + w\alpha) \quad (15)
\]

\[
T_{min} = \max(16^\circ C, T_n - (1 - w) \cdot \alpha) \quad (16)
\]

- for bathrooms and other rooms:

\[
T_{upper} = T_n + w\alpha \quad (17)
\]
\[ T_{lower} = \max(18^\circ C, T_n - w(1 - \alpha)) \] \hspace{1cm} (18)

### 4. Conclusions

Most BES programmes currently have the option to evaluate thermal comfort with the conventional criteria. These evaluation mechanisms have been set up for steady state, office-like environments. Based on the literature, present analyses shows that, because of the wide range of possibilities to adapt to the thermal environment, they are not adequate in case of residential buildings.

Thermal comfort in residential buildings shows a strong dependency on weather data, more specific on recent outdoor temperatures. Therefore the relations set up in this paper link the comfort temperatures to a form of outdoor temperature.

It is stated here that a residential building can be split up in three zones with markedly different thermal comfort requirements; bathroom, bedroom and other rooms. For each of these zones, the neutral temperatures, defined in present analysis, are based on measurements described in the literature and in that sense do consider the special case of each of the zones. The resulting curves for the comfort temperatures, with a corresponding neutral thermal sensation, show a steeper slope for warmer outdoor conditions. This is due people adapting more easily to heat than they do to cold.

The asymmetric comfort band around this neutral temperature is set for the same reason. However, both the neutral temperatures and the comfort bands are restricted by upper and lower limits. These limits have here been defined based on information of the World Health Organisation and available experimental data.
The resulting correlations indoor-outdoor temperature are presented in an algorithmic way to facilitate implementation in any BES code.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied (PPD) as a function of Predicted Mean Vote (PMV).

Figure 2: Temperature limits as a function of the outdoor temperature $T_{e,\text{ref}}$ for different levels of acceptability. This for the general case of persons dressed according to the season and performing office-like activities. From [24].

Figure 3: Daily average bedroom temperature in Belgium as function of $T_{e,\text{ref}}$: minimum, maximum, 95-, 50-, and 5-percentiles [adapted from [37]]. The thick lines indicate curves defined in current work. The black lines indicate the ATL 90-, 80- and 65-acceptability limits.

Figure 4: Daily average living room temperature in Belgium as function of $T_{e,\text{ref}}$: minimum, maximum, 95-, 50-, and 5-percentiles [adapted from [37]]. The thick lines indicate curves defined in current work. The black lines indicate the ATL 90-, 80- and 65-acceptability limits.
Figure 5: Dependence of the mean desired thermal sensation (-3 to +3 on adapted ASHRAE scale) on the actual sensation (similar scaling, with also the indication of the distribution of the test persons (N)) [14]
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Figure 5: Dependence of the mean desired thermal sensation (-3 to +3 on adapted ASHRAE scale) on the actual sensation (similar scaling, with also the indication of the distribution of the test persons (N)) [14]